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Ubiquitous computing is the concept of embedding many heterogeneous devices 
within our everyday environment in such a way that they operate seamlessly and 
become transparent to the person using them. It covers a wide range of applications 
and services, but of particular interest is multimedia resource adaptation which 
involves customization and dynamic adaptation of resources according to usage 
environments and user preferences; this aims to provide consumers with transparent 
access. 
 
This thesis proposes a content negotiation architecture for dynamic adaptation of 
multimedia content according to usage environment attributes. The architecture 
shields users from complex configuration details related to the adaptation of 
multimedia content, while guiding them through user related choices. The 
architecture also dynamically updates the multimedia content during transmission 
and consumption when related usage environment attributes are changed. The 
content negotiation mechanism in the proposed architecture is then extended and 
deployed in a mobile computing environment to accommodate transfer of 
multimedia content application session state between devices in a seamless manner. 
An application session transfer architecture which allows sessions to be directed, 
stored and transferred through an intermediary session server is proposed. 
 
The thesis also considers the foregoing work on the adaptation of multimedia 
resources applied to sharing in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network.  It proposes a super 
peer based dynamic resource adaptation architecture which employs ‘pull’ and 




configuration details without exposing them to unnecessary technical details; the 
result is that requested content is transparently adapted to heterogeneous terminal 
devices. Two separate, but related, modifications are proposed to further improve the 
performance of the proposed P2P architecture. Firstly, peers are clustered according 
to registered geographic location information and secondly, based on that registered 
location information, a locality-based service is introduced which allows users to 
search services according to their geographic locations. The latter encourages service 
providers to increase the uptime of their devices and hence provide spare computing 
power for active adaptation of resources for low-end peers. 
 
Resource replication is an important aspect of a P2P system and an adaptive resource 
replication strategy based on the proposed P2P architecture is presented. It uses 
resource request rate as the metric to trigger the resource replication process, and 
proportionally replicates multimedia resources into various configuration states 
according to the properties of peers and the size of peer clusters. Also, the strategy 
uses peer related information stored on super peers to determine which peers should 
be selected to perform adaptive replications and where the resulting replicas should 
be stored. The proposed adaptive replication strategy demonstrates that the network 
delays are reduced while resource hit rate is increased in comparison to other 
replication strategies. 
 
Investigation of the deployment of a BitTorrent (BT) - like approach in the proposed 
P2P resource adaptation architecture is also considered in this thesis. In addition, the 
architecture’s peer selection strategy is adopted and evaluated as a way to enhance 
the peer selection process in BT. The strategy uses super peers as trackers to 




and overcome the scalability issue of existing BT implementation. The proposed 
selection strategy reduces average access time and increases download speed when 
compared with the existing BT peer selection process with randomly selected peers. 
Also, the deployment of BT in the proposed P2P architecture shows that it greatly 
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